appears to have included an unspecified number of internal carotid aneurysms. Moreover, to assert that a controlled trial is 'ethically proper' without any mention of consultation with the patient merely stresses the need for discussion of the ethics of clinical trials.
Textbook of Clinical Medicine edited by John W Todd pp xi+564 illustrated £5 5s London: Pitman 1961 The appearance of a new textbook of medicine is an interesting event. Dr Todd's book is a composite text with ten authors, evenly divided between teaching and non-teaching hospitals.
The editor has written several sections himself, including the forthright opening pages in which many cherished beliefs are challenged in pungent style. The student is made to think of the purpose of his diagnostic effort and is reminded that a clever diagnosis that turns out later to be correct may nevertheless be wrong if founded on inadequate data at a time when no certain diagnosis can be made.
It is always easy to criticize style, content and presentation in a composite textbook and this one is no exception. The general level is very simple and, although this is to be commended, there are some parts in which the information is frankly inadequate for the modern student. Although attractively produced and easy to read one doubts whether this book will offer a serious challenge to the established British textbooks for undergraduates, which are, incidentally, appreciably cheaper.
Art and the Scientist by Geoffrey Lapage MA MSC MD MInStBiOl pp xii + 1 15 illustrated 42s Bristol: John Wright 1961
Here is a book about the drawings and paintings that have been used to illustrate scientific writings. This is a difficult enough subject to present, since it is specifically not concerned with works of graphic art which some men of science have produced, nor with the work of artists who have illustrated the work that scientists have done, nor again is it intended to be in any sense a history of the illustrations of scientific works. Its purpose is 'to consider the characteristic qualities of drawings and paintings done by scientific men and also certain questions raised by these', and (as can be guessed by this quotation) its style is apt to be a little gluey; so that this reviewer longed for some clear pattern or sequence or unifying generalizations to help him through the 106 pages in which these qualities are patiently analysed.
But if the text is rather heavy going, the illustrations are a delight. They are beautifully repro-duced, and cover the whole panorama of scientific writing from Leonardo to our near-contemporaries, with drawings from Cheselden and Hooke, from the diaries of Scott's Antarctic expedition, and from artists like Stubbs, highlighting this variegated path; and the subjects range from bestiary to histology, from a very knobbly and archaic 'evolutionary tree' to the almost indecently clear drawings of Gray's Anatomy, and from wistful flower-paintings to the unromantic 'innards' of the lug-worm.
Within its limited intentions this book is unique. One has no doubt that it is comprehensive and scholarly, even without the evidence of its formidable bibliography. And if, to the superficial reader, its arguments sometimes seem overcomplex and its conclusions elusive, the determined student of these marches of art and science will surely be rewarded.
Advances in Thyroid Research
Transactions of the Fourth International Goitre Conference, London, July 1960 general editor Rosalind Pitt-Rivers pp xix+537 illustrated £6 6s Oxford &c: Pergamon Press 1961 This book constitutes one of the most important contributions to thyroid literature in recent years. All the papers read at the Fourth International Goitre Conference have been published, after careful editing, and illustrated with a useful selection of charts and diagrams. Since some 600 endocrinologists from 50 countries attended the Conference the scope of the work can be realized and in this volume will be found contributions to every aspect of this rapidly expanding field of research which embraces not only endocrinology but also many aspects of biochemistry, genetics, geophysics and experimental biology.
The volume is especially valuable in that the references are to be found at the end of each paper and it is surprising that such a well-edited and beautifully printed book could have been produced so rapidly after the Conference. This is an essential reference volume for all medical libraries. This third edition of Rohr's pioneer volume on the human bone marrow follows in the path of the previous two. There is, of course, new information based on phase contrast and electron microscopy and introduction of isotopes has given a better insight into the launching and life span of
